Abstract. We prove that the multilinear Bohnenblust-Hille is a particular case of a quite general family of optimal inequalities.
Introduction
The Bohnenblust-Hille inequality (see [6] ) asserts that for all positive integers m ≥ 2 there is a constant C = C(m) ≥ 1 such that
A(e i1 , ..., e im )
≤ C A for all continuous m-linear forms A : c 0 × · · · × c 0 → K. Here, as usual, K denotes the fields of real or complex scalars. This inequality has important applications in various fields of analysis and mathematical physics ( [3, 14] ). The case m = 2 is the well-known Littlewood's 4/3 inequality [13] .
In this paper we show that the Bohnenblust-Hille inequality is a very particular case of a large family of sharp inequalities. More precisely, we prove the following general result: A(e i1 , . . . , e im )
Second, in the spirit of the Hardy-Littlewood generalization of Littlewood's 4/3 inequality, Praciano-Pereira has studied in [17] the effect of replacing c 0 by ℓ p in the Bohnenblust-Hille inequality. For the sake of convenience, let us introduce the following notations which will be used throughout the paper:
For p ≥ 1, let also X p = ℓ p and let us define X ∞ = c 0 .
Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for every continuous m-linear mapping A :
|A(e i1 , . . . , e im )|
Both approaches can be embedded into our framework, so that we are able to prove the following result.
Let also q 1 , . . . , q m ∈ [λ, 2], where
Then the following are equivalent: (1) There is a constant C q1...qm ≥ 1 such that
p . When all the q i are equal, we get the following corollary:
Let us define
A(e i1 , . . . , e im )
It is plain that this corollary extends Defant and Sevilla-Peris result to the ℓ p -case (and we get the same result if we choose p 1 = · · · = p m = ∞). To show that Theorem 1.2 also implies Theorem 1.1 and the result of Praciano-Pereira, it suffices to choose q = 2, s = 1 and to consider only m-linear mappings which have their range in the span of the first basis vector.
A general interpolation method
To prove our main theorem, we shall prove several particular cases and then deduce the result by interpolation. To avoid boring technicalities, let us introduce the following notation: let Y be a Banach space and let q = ( Proof. The proof is done by induction on N , using that, for any θ ∈ [0, 1], [1] ). The inductive step follows by associativity. Indeed, if we may write 1
The previous proposition points out the necessity to describe certain convex hulls. As a consequence of these two results, we get the following corollary.
where λ is at the k-th position. Suppose that T maps continuously Z into ℓ q(k) (Y ) with norm less than C. Then, for any q ∈ [λ, 2] m with
T maps continuously Z into ℓ q (Y ).
Applications of the Minkowski's inequality
In this section, we shall prove the following proposition, which shows that an (ℓ λ , ℓ 2 )-mixed norm inequality implies many other inequalities of this kind.
Then, for any k ∈ {1, . . . , m} and for any permutation
Before to proceed with the proof, let us explain the notations. To say that x σ(i) belongs to ℓ q(1) (Y ) simply means that
Since there are many 2/2 which simplify, we shall also denote the above quantity   
i k meaning that the sum is over all coordinates except the k-th coordinate.
Proof. We proceed by induction on k and assume that the property is true until rank k − 1. Since the assumptions are invariant by permutation, we may assume σ = Id. Then we just need to consider
The integers i 1 , . . . , i k−1 being fixed, we set
.
By the induction hypothesis, applied to the transposition
We now give the main technical tool towards the proof of Theorem 1.2. It is a vector-valued version of the mixed (ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 )−norm inequality of Littlewood, allowing moreover ℓ p -spaces instead of ℓ ∞ . If Y is a Banach space of cotype 2, then C 2 (Y ) denotes its cotype 2 constant. 
Proof. For the sake of convenience, we shall denote M = ( √ 2C 2 (Y )) m−1 π r,1 (v) and a i = vA(e i1 , . . . , e im ) . We shall prove by induction on l ∈ [0, m − 1] the following statement P l :
For any Lemma 2] . Let us assume that P l−1 is true and let us prove P l . For k ≤ l, let us fix x ∈ ℓ n p k and let us consider
By applying the induction hypothesis to B k , we know that
where we have set
We optimize this with respect to x describing the unit ball of ℓ
This shows that (4.1) holds when k ≤ l. Let us also show that it also holds when k > l. The previous simple trick does not hold and the induction hypothesis applied to B l and with
Let us denote, for i k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
We intend to show that
where (s, s * ) is a couple of conjugate exponents. We then apply Hölder's inequality twice to get
We then choose
The inequality becomes
It remains to control the last sum appearing on the right hand side of the inequality. By (the converse of) Hölder's inequality, it is sufficient to show that
λ ′ , this means that we want to prove that
by Hölder's inequality with
To conclude, it remains to observe that
and to use (4.2).
It remains to deduce the proposition from P m−1 . The argument is exactly the same as we deduced P l from P l−1 , except that we do not need the second (and more difficult) part, since there are no k > m in {1, . . . , m}. This explains why we just need ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , m},
and not
Remark 4.2. We cannot avoid the condition "for any l ≥ 1,
", see Section 6.4.
First part of the proof of the main theorem
We now prove that (2) implies (1) in Theorem 1.2. Let X = ℓ s , Y = ℓ q and let W be the Banach space of continuous m-linear forms from X p1 × · · · × X pm to ℓ s . By the Bennett-Carl inequalities ( [5, 7] ), the injection map v : ℓ s → ℓ q is (r, 1)-summing with
Let finally T defined on W by T (A) = (A(e i1 , . . . , e im )) and q(k) = (2, . . . , 2, λ, 2, . . . , 2). Applying Propositions 4.1 and 3.1, T maps W into ℓ q(k) for any k ∈ {1, . . . , m}. By our general interpolation procedure, T maps X into ℓ q for any q = (q 1 , . . . , q m ) ∈ [λ, 2] n with
Remark 5.1. If we take care of the constant in the Bohnenblust-Hille inequality, our method shows that it is valid with constant
This constant comes from the best known constant in the mixed (ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 )-Littlewood inequality. In turn, this constant comes from the best constant in the Khintchine L 1 − L 2 -inequality. However, we know that the best constant in the Hille-Bohnenblust inequality is subpolynomial (see [16] ). It would be nice to know if the constant in the mixed (ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 )-Littlewood inequality can also be chosen to be subpolynomial. 6 . On the optimality 6.1. A Kahane-Salem-Zygmund inequality. A way to prove that the exponent 2m m+1 is optimal in the Bohnenblust-Hille inequality is to use the Kahane-Salem-Zygmund inequality, which allows to control the infinite norm of random polynomials. We need two variants of this inequality.
Then there exists a d-linear map
The proof follows from a straightforward modification of [4, Theorem 4] and is therefore omitted. We then also need a vector-valued version of this lemma.
such that
Proof. This lemma is an easy consequence of the previous lemma. Indeed, there is an isometric correspondence between d-linear maps ℓ
6.2. Optimality of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We just prove the optimality of Condition (2) It is then easy to show by induction that
A (e j1 , ..., e jm ) qm q
For (1) of Theorem 1.2 to be true, it is necessary that
6.3. The case m = 2. We now study more precisely the optimality in the Bohnenblust-Hille when m = 2 and K = R. 
Proof. If
, it has already been observed that the inequality holds true. Suppose now 1 < p, q < 2 and
Note that θ 0 ∈ (0, 1) and let p 0 , q 0 be defined by
We thus have 1 < p 0 , q 0 < 2 and ≤ A .
The case p, q ∈ {1, 2} with 
A .
We have no information on the optimality of this estimate.
6.4.
On the conditions of the mixed (ℓ λ , ℓ 2 )-norm inequality. We now show that we cannot avoid a condition like ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , m}, 
